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            Abstract
Optoelectronic devices consist of heterointerfaces formed between dissimilar semiconducting materials. The relative energy-level alignment between contacting semiconductors determinately affects the heterointerface charge injection and extraction dynamics. For perovskite solar cells (PSCs), the heterointerface between the top perovskite surface and a charge-transporting material is often treated for defect passivation1,2,3,4 to improve the PSC stability and performance. However, such surface treatments can also affect the heterointerface energetics1. Here we show that surface treatments may induce a negative work function shift (that is, more n-type), which activates halide migration to aggravate PSC instability. Therefore, despite the beneficial effects of surface passivation, this detrimental side effect limits the maximum stability improvement attainable for PSCs treated in this way. This trade-off between the beneficial and detrimental effects should guide further work on improving PSC stability via surface treatments.
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                    Fig. 1: Perovskite surface and heterointerface dynamics.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Charge-carrier dynamics, performance and photostability.[image: ]


Fig. 3: STEM and EDX analyses of the aged devices.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Physical origins of the experimental observations.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Morphology of the perovskite films.
Surface morphology of the: a, reference; b, OAI-treated; c, OATsO-treated; d, OATFA-treated; e, OABr-treated; and f, OABF4-treated perovskite films measured by SEM. All scale bars represent 2â€‰Î¼m. No obvious difference can be seen between the reference and treated perovskite films.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Topography of the passivated perovskite films.
Representative 3D topography of the: a, OAI-treated; b, OABF4-treated; and c, OATsO-treated perovskite films measured by AFM. All scale bars represent 2â€‰Î¼m. d, Comparison of the height depth distribution of the films. Depth distribution histograms for the: e, OAI-treated; f, OABF4-treated; and g OATsO-treated perovskite films. Insets include the fitted statistical parameters. SD, standard deviation.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Heterointerface energy band diagrams.
Schematic interpretation of the heterointerface band alignments of the a, OAI-treated and b, OATsO-treated devices under illumination in open-circuit condition. The band alignments are constructed based on the UPSÂ and KPFM results. CBM, conduction band minimum; VBM, valence band maximum; \({E}_{{fn}}\), electron quasi-fermi level; \({E}_{{fp}}\), hole quasi-fermi level. The dashed gray lines in b indicate \({E}_{{fn}}\) and \({E}_{{fp}}\)of the OAI-treated device from a. The diagrams are not drawn to scale. Both surface treatments create a type I energy alignment at the heterointerface, but the vacuum level upshift of the OATsO-treated device minimized the potential well to mitigate the electron accumulation.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Device cross-sectional KPFM profiling.
a, CPD profile; b, KPFM spatial mapping; c, corresponding AFM spatial mapping; and d, electric field distribution of the OAI-treated device. e, CPD profile; f, KPFM spatial mapping; g, corresponding AFM spatial mapping; and h, electric field distribution of the OATsO-treated device. Measurements were performed under illumination in open-circuit condition. All scale bars represent 300â€‰nm. The CPD offsets were adjusted such that the CPD value of the buffer layer becomes zero. Note that this does not affect the electric field and charge displacement profiles, which calculate the derivatives of the CPD profiles. Although we do not expect the rough morphology seen in c to affect the KPFM signal, we cannot completely rule this out at this stage. Therefore, we have repeated the KPFM measurement on another separate OAI-treated device. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 4, we were able to reproduce the potential drop at the perovskite/spiro-MeOTAD heterointerface.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Device photovoltaic parameters.
Box plots showing the distribution of the: a, VOC; b, JSC; c, FF; and d, PCE of the devices. Centre line, median; box limits, 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, outliers.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Characterization of the OATsO-treated devices.
a, Current density-voltage curves of the best-performing OATsO-treated device, in reverse scan (blue line) and forward scan (red line). Inset includes the measured photovoltaic parameters. b, EQE spectrum and integrated JSC of an OATsO-treated device. The integrated JSC is 24.6â€‰mA cmâˆ’2, and therefore wellÂ matched (less thanÂ 3% discrepancy) with the measured value. c, Absorbance profile of an OATsO-treated film on glass measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy. Inset includes a Tauc plot and linear fits to estimate the optical bandgap.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Third-party device performance measurements.
a, Current density-voltage curve, and b, box plot showing the PCE distribution of the encapsulated OATsO-treated devices. Measurements were performed at the Molecular Foundry, Berkeley, CA, USA.Â As the measurements were fully done in ambient air (RH approximatelyÂ 50%), all devices had to be encapsulated, which resulted in a drop in performance. c, PCE evolution with time under lightsoaking of an encapsulated OATsO-treated device. Current density-voltage curves of the same device d, before and e, after the encapsulation procedure, measured in-house.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Universality verification on a FAPbI3 composition.
a, UPS secondary electron cut-offs of the perovskite films. b, Steady-state and c, time-resolved PL spectra of the glass/perovskite films. d, Steady-state and e, time-resolved PL spectra of the glass/perovskite/spiro-MeOTAD films. The carrier lifetimes are fitted with a mono-exponential decay function. f, Box plots of the distribution of the device photovoltaic parameters. Centre line, median; box limits, 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, outliers. g, Current density-voltage curves and h, EQE spectrum and integrated JSC of the best-performing device treated with OATsO. The integrated JSC is 25.4â€‰mA cmâˆ’2, wellÂ matched (approximatelyÂ 3% discrepancy) with the measured scan value.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Open-circuit stability test device performance.
Evolution with time of the normalized average a, Jsc, b, VOC, and c, FF of the devices under continuous illumination with a metal halogen lamp. The encapsulated devices were aged in ambient atmosphere at RH ~ 40% and T ~ 40â€‰Â°C in openâ€�circuit condition. Error bars represent the standard deviation of four devices for each condition.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Activation energy for halide migration.
aâ€“c,Â Energy profiles for the extra-lattice migration of a, bromine and b, iodine in a neutral uncharged or negatively charged environment, and c, corresponding activation energy barriers. dâ€“f,Â Energy profiles for the intra-lattice migration of d, bromine and e, iodine in a neutral uncharged or negatively charged environment, and f, corresponding activation energy barriers.
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